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The number of searches for meditation apps have

increased by 65% year on year and more than 2,500

meditation applications have been launched since 2015.

With the rise of popularity of mental health apps, the

market revenue is also noted to accelerate from USD

189.64 million in the year 2018 to USD 4,377.95 million by

the year 2027, with a CAGR of 41.3%.

From $5.04 to $18.39, users are ready to pay different

amounts as monthly subscription rates for relishing

different benefits, such as building relationships, de-

stressing themselves, and enhancing athletic

performance.

Users are willing to pay different subscription charges of

Headspace and Calm app according to meditation

frequency. A variation is observed in data in terms of the

frequency in which users meditate using these

applications. It has been found that users are more likely

to go with the application that lets them practice

meditation for more than one time daily under the

same subscription plan

TRENDS

Headspace and Calm are the rulers of the meditation mindfulness app market, so Calm needs to ensure

that it continues to innovate to maintain this top position or even surpass Headspace. The Headspace

application is used in around 190 countries and received funding of $93 million this year.

Unlike offline meditation courses and classes, apps let users pick the time duration as per their

convenience. As compared to Headspace (which has time selection for most of its meditations), many of

Calm’s meditations are a set time (about 10 to 15 minutes). Calm may need to start looking into

incorporate more flexibility in time. 

THREATS

US users invest 63% of their total time spent on meditation apps on

InsightTimer.  A probable reason behind which is that InsightTimer is

cheaper and brings users closer to an active community of people like

them. This preference for community is something Calm should look into.
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No. of children meditating has surged by 800% in the past 8 years. It’s true that the senior generation is

meditating every once a week, but it should be taken into account that the number of children getting

into the industry is also increasing. This may be due to an unclarity and instability of their future, and

round-the-clock stressful schedule.

16% of females perform meditation whereas only 12% of males are doing so. 

Users appreciate features like audio and video playback, ability to track progress, and personalized

content. Apart from the functionality to experience calm and relaxed in the midst of chaos, users are

focusing on various other features while deciding which meditation app to choose. This includes an

option to keep a track of their progress, experiment with different practices, enjoy audio and video

playback, and more.

VR-based meditation mindfulness market is forecasted to be of USD 3.9 billion worth by 2023.  Various

technologies are proving to be a catalyst towards revolutionizing the future of mindfulness apps. One

such technology is Virtual Reality. The technology is enabling users to visit different destinations and

environments virtually and improve their mental health. An outcome of which is that the VR-powered

meditation market is anticipated to expand to USD 3.9 billion by the year 2023. This confirms my

hypothesis that the integration of gamification features may be helpful.

Source: https://appinventiv.com/blog/meditation-app-statistics/

OPPORTUN I T I ES

·North America is the leading market for mindfulness

meditation apps. Perhaps this creates opportunities for

meditation apps to access untapped markets by producing

content that is more localized/suited to Eastern markets and

culture.

53% of US senior citizens meditate at least once a week.

People of 65 years and above are devoting more time to

meditation weekly as compared to other age groups. Since

senior users (especially those retired) are spending more time

on meditation mobile applications, Calm has introduced new

services as per their needs and expectations. A result of which

is that Calm’s annual markets in California and USA solely

from private senior homes are expected to be around $23.4

million and $158.8 million, respectively.
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PERSONAS

Based on my understanding of the industry from my market research and competitive

analysis,  I developed these provisional personas in order to establish my core demographic.


